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What Will Be Covered
What is a Manipulator? Drivetrains Lifts            

Turrets/ Shooters             Grippers         Arms 

Kickers/ Catapults Winches         Conveyors



Manipulators
🔸 Definition: Manipulates game pieces in some way
🔸 Move the game piece from where it is to where it needs to be



Drivetrain
🔸 Allows a robot to be mobile through wheels or some other method
🔸 Base of the robot



Arms
🔸 Torque:  A force that rotates or turns 

things
→ Movement of elbow of arm is 

torque
→ Torque =  force * distance

🔸 Power: How fast you can move things
→ Power = torque * angular velocity

🔸 Power and Torque limit speed of arm
🔸 Torque and Weight limit arm length

Shoulder

Elbow

Wrist



Lifts
→ Stacked pieces sliding on each other
→ Top part moves faster
→ Stiffness and Strength is important
→ Minimize Weight

→ Unfolding crossed pieces
→ High stress load at the beginning

Overlap- at least 20%

Extension LiftScissor Lift



Arms V.S Lift



Grippers
🔸 Device that grabs an object and releases when needed

🔸 Pneumatics
🔸 Motorized Clamp- slower, 

but better grip

🔸 Roller grabs on to object/pushes 
it in

🔸 Shoots object out when releasing

🔸 Suction cup for grabbing
🔸 Needs a vacuum generator
🔸 Requires precise placement 

Roller SuctionClaw/ Clamp



Shooters/Turrets
🔸 Shooter: mechanism that shoots things out of robot

→ Wheels or rotating tube to shoot object/ get it up to speed
🔸 Turret: rotating shooter

→ Good for fixed target
→ Use sensors to know where it is pointing 
→ Auto aim

Turret- 
Rotates



Kicker/ 
Catapult🔸 Sudden release of stored energy that catapults object
🔸 Need good latch mechanism

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WcRPZa20ptM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WcRPZa20ptM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TJ4fdopr42U
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TJ4fdopr42U


Winches

🔸 Some sort of cable that rotates around a horizontal 
drum powered by a motor, crank or some other 
power source

🔸 Good for pulling/ lifting
🔸 Used for climbing/ high torque operations

Motor

CableCable

Horizontal Drum



Conveyors
🔸 Used to move objects within robot
🔸 Balls may jam when going through the conveyor

Two belts to reduce tension

Slippery material for non moving surface

Use Individual Rollers- less friction


